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Learning Objectives
•
•
•
•

Learn how fire and smoke is modeled
Visualize and Highlight key results
Gain insight into making good design decisions
Understand Benefits and limitations

Description
This class will cover the use of Autodesk CFD software as a design analysis tool for fire and
smoke simulation in buildings. We will examine how fire contaminant and smoke generation is
modeled, and take you through the procedures and techniques necessary to obtain an efficient
solution. You will learn how to identify design risk from the results visualization of smoke and
temperature from the simulation. We will show you how to evaluate smoke-free height, tenable
temperature, and smoke visibility to meet life-safety goals. Based on the Autodesk CFD results,
you will understand how you can gain insight into behavior of smoke from fire, and make good
design decisions to minimize smoke hazards. We will also highlight benefits and limitations of
smoke simulation in relation to real-world fire scenarios. Finally, you will be able to relate the
procedures and techniques described here for large spaces such as atria, convention centers,
shopping malls, exhibition halls, airport terminals, and sports arenas.

Speaker
Dr. Munirajulu. M, B.Tech and Ph.D. from IIT, Kharagpur, India, has more than 22 years of direct
and indirect involvement with CFD technology as a design analysis tool in areas such as HVAC,
Automotive, Fluid Handling Equipment, Steam turbines and boilers. He has been with Larsen &
Toubro Limited since 2005 and prior to this, he has worked with ABB Limited and Alstom Projects
India Limited for about 9 years. His professional interests include state of the art CAE technologies
(CAD, CFD and FEA). Currently he is responsible for CFD analysis in MEP design related to
commercial buildings and airports in L&T Construction, Larsen & Toubro Limited, Chennai. He
has been using Autodesk CFD Simulation software for HVAC and MEP applications in areas such
as thermal comfort, data center cooling, basement car park ventilation, DG room ventilation
effectiveness, rain water free surface flow for roof design, and smoke simulation in buildings in
design stage as well as for trouble shooting. He has published 4 nos. of technical papers in
international journals of repute and has been a speaker at technical conferences including AU
2017.
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Key word– Life Safety.
We are going to look at what would ensure safety of people in a Retail shopping mall
building based on CFD analysis to understand smoke and temperature development in
the event of fire.

Back to basics
Before we jump into the fire modeling using CFD, let us look at some basics
• Fire triangle/ tetrahedron
• Stages of fire
• What is fire dynamics? How does fire spread?

Fire Triangle/ Tetrahedron
•

•
•
•
•

The fire triangle identifies the
three needed components of
fire:
fuel (something that will burn)
heat (enough to make the fuel
burn)
and air (oxygen)
a fourth component – the
uninhibited chain reaction

http://www.nfpa.org/news-andresearch/news-and-media/pressroom/reporters-guide-to-fire-andnfpa/all-about-fire

Fire Triangle – Controlled fire

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fire_triangle
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Fire Tetrahedron – Uncontrolled fire

Stages of fire
•

•

•

•

Ignition: Fuel, oxygen and
heat join together in a
sustained chemical reaction.
Growth: With the initial flame
as a heat source, additional
fuel ignites. The size of the fire
increases and the plume
reaches the ceiling.
Fully developed: Fire has
spread over much of fuel;
temperatures reach their peak
Decay (burnout): The fire
consumes available fuel,
temperatures decrease, fire
gets less intense.
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How fire spreads
Fire spreads by transferring the heat energy from the flames in three different ways: • Conduction: The passage of heat energy through or within a material because of direct
contact, such as a burning wastebasket heating a nearby couch, which ignites and heats
the drapes hanging behind, until they too burst into flames.
• Convection: The flow of fluid or gas from hot areas to cooler areas.
• Radiation: Heat traveling via electromagnetic waves, without objects or gases carrying it
along. Radiated heat goes out in all directions, unnoticed until it strikes an object.

Conduction

Convection

https://www.nist.gov/%3Cfront%3E/fire-dynamics
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Radiation

Effects of uncontrolled fire
•
•
•
•
•

Human loss
Structural damage
Material damage
Disruption of work
Financial losses

Hot smoke and life safety—what does temperature do?

https://www.nist.gov/%3Cfront%3E/fire-dynamics
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Smoke contaminant and life safety – what does smoke do?

http://www.nfpa.org/news-and-research/news-and-media/press-room/reporters-guide-to-fire-andnfpa/consequences-of-fire#fumes

Loss due to fire
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Having gone through certain relevant information about fire and facts about consequences of
fire in terms of personal and economic loss, we will now get into details about how Autodesk
CFD simulation can be useful in evaluating smoke spread and temperature distribution in a
Retail mall building with a view to validate smoke exhaust system design for life safety.

Objective 1: Fire and smoke modelling using Autodesk CFD
Fire safety strategy
Engineering based approach to fire safe design:
• Automatic fire detection (Smoke & heat detectors) - beam detectors in atrium/skylight
areas and point type detectors in occupied areas
• Automatic alarm system
• Automatic fire sprinkler system for fire suppression
• Exit signage
• Smoke control – make up air and smoke extract fans
• Egress – available safe egress time based on NFPA 101
• Smoke zones - designed to restrict smoke from spreading from one smoke zone to
another
• Fire detection system - zoned identical to the smoke zones, including all visual and
audible fire alarms.
• Fire sprinkler system - zoned similar to the smoke zones and vice versa throughout the
building.

Codes / standards used
•
•
•
•

National Building Code (NBC 2005) of India
NFPA 101 Life Safety Code (2006)
NFPA 92 B - Standard for Smoke-control systems (2012 )
BS PD 7974-6:2004
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General practice of smoke simulation

Flow only enters and
leaves through the
bottom and top surfaces.
The main flow direction
should be to the vertical.

Gap underneath the fire
for cool air to be drawn in
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Building geometry: Retail shopping mall

Sectional details of the Retail mall
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Material properties
Air

: Variable quantity, to account for density variation with temperature and buoyancy

Fire Part

Use free area
ratio =0.85 and
conductivity of
200 W/m-K to
spread the heat
within the flame

Fire modelled as a short cylinder and assigned as resistance material.
Steel ring around the fire part (~1/2 flame height) and suppressed from
the mesh
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Fast t- squared fire growth up to 2500 kW and steady state thereafter is considered, Fire
diameter = 3.35 m (NFPA 92B, A.5.2.1, based on HRRPUA 568 kW/m2 and fire size of 5 MW).
Variation of fire size with respect to time. Fire size reaches 1.75 MW (convective portion of 2.5
MW) at 210 seconds. Convective portion is taken as 70% of the total fire HRR.

Boundary conditions
Inlet boundary conditions – air domain inlet ambient temperature, scalar and pressure
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Outlet boundary conditions --smoke exhaust fan capacities

Mesh details
The fire and the air above and below - good uniform mesh- to capture the flow accurately by
CFD
Fire source

Solid ring suppressed from the mesh and ensures that flow
only enters and leaves through the bottom and top surfaces
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Initial conditions
Air domain set at initial conditions as scalar = 0, temperature = 35.20 C

Solver settings
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Objective 2: Key results for final design
What do we look for in CFD analysis?
For designers and regulators, information about
• Smoke movement
• Temperature distribution
• Airflow field
Smoke transport is tracked w.r.t rise of smoke in atrium, along corridors and interconnected
spaces

Key results to look for :
•
•

Smoke free space
Tenable smoke temperature

Based on BS PD 7974-6:2004, Annex G
• Smoke tenability limit - 10m visibility, Table G.1
• Temperature tenability limit - 600C, Table G.3
• Toxicity is deemed acceptable if visibility >10m
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Smoke development
Smoke visibility (Smoke free space) – X Plane

Smoke visibility (Smoke free space) – Y Plane
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Smoke visibility (Smoke free space) - @ 1.8 m level from G+2 floor (Z-plane)

Key result 1: Smoke visibility
Smoke visibility-10m (smoke free space)

Most of walking corridor space is smoke free (smoke free clear height of 1.8m above the
corridor floor)
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Temperature development
X Plane

Y Plane
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Key Result 2: Smoke temperature
Tenable smoke temperature
In G+2 floor below 1.8m FFL,
smoke temperature is below
600C and hence tenability
limits for smoke temperature
is not breached up to 20
minutes from start of fire

Air flow field development
(at UG level above fire location)
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Y Plane

Key result 3: Air flow field
Air flow field
•

Fresh air velocity contacting
smoke plume has not
exceeded 1.02 m/s. Hence
smoke plume does not get
dispersed and rises as plume
above required smoke free
clear height.

•

Replacement air velocity at
entrance to the shopping mall
does not exceed 1.6 m/s and
hence does not hinder people
escape through the entrance.
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Outcome for final design
•
•
•
•

Well defined plume development and smoke rising towards smoke exhaust fans
Make up air does not disturb the smoke plume –no smoke dispersion and visibility
problems
Hot smoke temperature is within acceptable limits for human safety.
Smoke visibility is within acceptable limits for safe evacuation

Bottom line: Smoke exhaust fan capacity and layout is adequate to provide smoke free space
for about 20 minutes for the final design

Objective 3: Insights from CFD analysis for good design decisions
Challenges in design…..
•
•
•
•

building geometry is large and complex
a prior distribution of smoke/ air velocities is not known
prescriptive code provides only guidance
a number of scenarios for ventilation fan layout and capacities are possible

So to arrive at the final design, we had to analyze few design variants and results for the initial
design and final design are compared leading to an adequate and good design….
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Comparison of smoke control zones

Optimize smoke exhaust system design... helpful tool
•
•
•
•

Estimate smoke exhaust volume flow rate based on:
fire size
outdoor ambient temperature
distance from base of fire to smoke layer interface

Also we can estimate:
•
•
•

minimum edge-to-edge separation
maximum number of fans
maximum flow through each fan to avoid plug holing
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Comparison of smoke visibility
Smoke development w.r.t time during fire event- Y plane

Smoke development w.r.t time during fire event- z plane
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Comparison of smoke temperature

Comparison of air/smoke flow field
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Optimize smoke exhaust system design... Summary

Based on a given smoke exhaust fan layout and fire zoning logic, Autodesk CFD analysis can
accurately predict:
• smoke development
• smoke movement
• Visibility levels and temperature distribution.
Hence this approach can be used to make good design decisions to minimize smoke hazards.
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More examples:

Objective 4: Benefits and limitations
Benefits:
•
•
•
•
•

Easy to use
Quick validation of smoke control strategy
Engineering based approach to fire safety measures (performance based)
Interface with Revit so CAD model to CFD model is easy
More insight leads to better design decisions

Limitations:
•
•
•
•
•

Transient solution requires small time step so run time is long –many hours
Scalar for smoke generation (=1) instead of generation rate (Kg/s) as input
Uncertainty in smoke particulate yield values
Tenability for fire brigade –radiation from the smoke layer simulation- challenge
Limited verification of smoke model
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Thank you for listening…. I hope you enjoyed the class and have met the objectives of
the AU class and now will be able to:
•
•
•
•

Learn how fire and smoke is modeled
Visualize and Highlight key results
Gain insight into making good design decisions
Understand benefits and limitations

My Contact details are given below:
mmrajulu@lntecc.com
Twitter: @m_munirajulu
LinkedIn: https: //www.linkedin.com/in/ dr-munirajulu-m-3901a219
For info on who we are and what we do…
www.lntecc.com
www.larsentoubro.com
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